BIBLIOGRAPHY OF REFERENCE BOOKS IN ENGLISH

1. An advanced History of India - Dr. R.C. Majumdar
2. A study of English Fiction - Arthur Gee
3. A treatise on the Novel - Robert Liddle
4. Cultural State in Bharatvarsha - Gurudatta
5. Encyclopedia America
6. The Indian War of Independence - V.D. Savarkar
7. Glory that was Gurjardesh - K.B. Munshi
8. History of Gujarat - H.S. Gomaraghat
9. History of Mahrathas V.I.II. III. - G.S. Sardesai
10. Currents of Maratha History - G.S. Jard sai
11. The Development of English Novel - Cross
12. Hardy, The Novelist - Lord David Cecil
13. The Art of Fiction - Henry James
14. Munshi, His Arts and Works - J.N. Dave & others
15. The New Collegiate Dictionary - Jobster
16. The Novel and the People - Rolf Fox
17. The Progress of Romance - Clara Beave
18. The History of English Novel - Ernest A. Baker
19. Twentieth Century Novels - T.W. Beach
20. Modern Fiction: A study of Value - Herbert J. Muller
21. Principals of Criticism - Henry HUDSON
22. The Historical Novels - H. BUTTERFIELD
23. History of Gujarati Novels - Dr. S.I. Patel
25. The The New History of Mahrathas - G.S. Sardesai
26. Fall of the Mogul Empire - Sir Jadunath Sarkar.
27. The Lady of the Lotus - L. H. Grune.
28. The Muslim Rule in India - V. B. Mehta.